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It is very important to investigate the confinement of � particles, which will be produced by nuclear
reactions in ITER and fusion reactors. The pellet charge exchange �PCX� measurement is one of the
most powerful methods because it can directly provide the profile of the � particle energy spectra
in a plasma. In the large helical device, PCX using tracer encapsulated solid pellet �TESPEL� has
been tried in many hydrogen and helium plasmas, including helium accelerated by using the
cyclotron resonance heating. In the PCX, we use the compact neutral particle analyzer without
simultaneous mass separation ability. The helium particle measurement can be achieved by the
application of voltage in the condenser plate. The scattering of hydrogen particle is carefully
considered during the estimation of the helium amount. The radial helium profiles can also be
obtained by comparing four TESPEL injection shots with/without higher harmonic fast wave
heating and at applied plate voltages for He or H, respectively. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2978191�

I. INTRODUCTION

High-energy particles including � particles are lost not
only by charge exchange but also by magnetohydrodynamics
�MHD� instabilities such as the Alfvén eigenmode in ITER
or a fusion reactor.1 These particles can damage the plasma
wall in addition to creating poor plasma confinement. There-
fore, a suitable method for measuring � particle/helium ion
distribution is needed. In the large helical device �LHD�,2 it
is easily possible to do a simulation experiment of � particle
heating by using ion cyclotron resonance heating �ICH�.3

However, it is very difficult to use the passive charge
exchange neutral particle method for helium ions. Helium
ions are almost fully ionized except near the peripheral re-
gion. Few helium atoms escape from plasmas by the double
charge exchange reaction between the background helium
neutral and the fully ionized helium ion, the cross section of
which is too small. A portion of the reionized helium ions,
which is generated in a stripping cell �or foil�, cannot reach
the detector because the scattering between the gas �or foil�
target and the helium atom is too large. Therefore the detec-
tion efficiency for the helium is too small. A pellet charge
exchange �PCX� measurement is well known as one of the
most powerful methods to obtain the spatial resolved � par-
ticle or helium energy spectrum.4,5 The method can be uti-
lized for not only � particle measurement but also the radial
energy profile of other energetic particle in various plasmas.

Here we make clear the feasibility of PCX for the mea-
surement of the radial profile of the high-energy particle
spectrum through the experiments on neutral beam injection
�NBI� plasmas in LHD. In order to observe the helium ion,
we change the plate voltage of the particle analyzer mainly
during the higher harmonic fast wave �HHFW� heating
experiments.

II. PELLET CHARGE EXCHANGE

High-energy neutral particles, which are produced by the
charge exchange between the injected tracer encapsulated
solid pellet6 �TESPEL� and the energetic ions, are observed
by PCX. The TESPEL is ablated and produces an ablation
cloud with several layers of different charge states around the
traveling pellet in the plasma. A portion of the energetic ions
passing through the pellet ablation cloud becomes neutrals
due to the charge exchange reaction and escape from the
confinement of magnetic field in the plasma. Helium mea-
surements in the plasma are possible because double charge
exchange or two sequential single charge exchange events
are possible if a high-Z material such as carbon or its com-
pound is used. The neutralization factor is needed in order to
obtain the energy spectrum in the plasma. It is determined by
the ratio of the recombination to the ionization.7

One of the advantages of PCX is the spatial information.
When the compact neutral particle analyzer8 �CNPA� for
measurement of the charge exchanged particle is installed
just behind the TESPEL trajectory, the time trace of the sig-
nal can be converted to the information as a function of the
pellet position. The typical pellet velocity of 400 m/s gives a
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spatial resolution of 4 cm for the sampling time of 0.1 ms.
This full trajectory of the pellet in the plasma should be in
the viewing cone of the CNPA by minimizing the angle be-
tween the sight line and the trajectory.

If the plate voltage is changed, a different mass such as
helium can be observed in principle. We calibrate the ana-
lyzer for helium by the following procedure.

�a� Compare the simulation model9 including an accurate
orbit calculation with the experimentally calibrated
value in hydrogen.

�b� Comparison in �a� is nearly perfect. Therefore, we be-
lieve that the simulation model is accurate and we cal-
culate the efficiency in helium and scattered hydrogen
when the plate voltage is set to be 1/4 times that for
hydrogen.

�c� The calculated efficiencies for helium and the scattered
hydrogen are shown in Fig. 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS „HYDROGEN IN NBI
PLASMAS…

To confirm the extended feasibility of PCX, we tried to
measure the radial profile of the high-energy particle spectra
by perpendicular injection of TESPEL into NBI plasmas.
PCX has been done in NBI plasmas with different magnetic
axes in order to compare those spectra. It is known that the
inner shift of the magnetic axis provides better confinement
of energetic particles in helical devices from computer simu-
lation results.10

In the experiment, TESPEL is injected to the plasma
produced by two tangential NBIs, NBI No. 1 �counterinjec-
tion against the magnetic field� and NBI No. 2 �coinjection�,
and the perpendicular NBI No. 4. Therefore, the initial an-
gular distribution is roughly uniform. Figure 2 shows the
radial energy spectra measured by the CNPA. The flux inten-
sity is colored �scale is shown in color chart on the right� so
we can easily compare those discrepancies. TESPEL reaches
�=0.6, where � is the normalized radius r /a �a is the minor
radius�. The time behavior of each energy flux during
TESPEL injection can be obtained. The radial energy profile
can be obtained by comparing the pellet traveling time with
the signal as shown. To obtain the accurate energy spectra,
the signal intensity should be divided by the neutralization

probability based on the charge exchange cross sections.
Here for simplification, we concentrate on the qualitative dis-
cussion. As mentioned above, better confinement of ener-
getic particles can be obtained by the inner shift of the mag-
netic axis in helical devices because the plasma region
overlaps the particle orbit. Therefore, the increase in flux
from the PCX can be expected at the inner axis shift. The
maximum flux over a wide energy region can be obtained at
the inner magnetic axis shift, especially at the plasma edge.
We conclude that PCX is a useful technique to observe the
radial energy spectrum of the energetic beam injected ions.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS „HELIUM IN ICH
PLASMA…

By using ICH with a higher harmonic fast wave, helium
ion acceleration can be expected. This heating is utilized
mainly for electron heating using Landau damping.11 We
choose the suitable combination between the magnetic field
and the frequency of the ICH so that there is no ion cyclotron
resonance layer for the hydrogen in the plasma core region.
One of their combinations realizes the resonance layer for
the He4 positioned in the plasma core region.

In the measurement of helium ion by the PCX, hydrogen
still gets mixed in the detector because the charge and mass
of hydrogen are close to that of helium. However, the accel-
erated hydrogen ions are few because there is no resonance
layer for hydrogen if the combination of the magnetic field
of 1.86 T and the ion cyclotron frequency of 38.47 MHz is

FIG. 1. �Color online� Efficiencies for He-4 and scattered hydrogen at the
plate voltage of 1/4 times of hydrogen. Even if the plate voltage is adjusted
to the He channel, the scattered hydrogen is still observed.

FIG. 2. �Color online� PCX signals. The signals show the radial neutral flux
profiles. The flux intensity with logarithmic is colored �a� at Rax=3.53 m,
B=2.8 T and �b� at Rax=3.75 m, B=2.5 T.
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used. The He4 resonance layer appears at �=1 /3 in the third
harmonic of the ICH frequency. On the other hand, there are
hydrogen resonance layers only at the peripheral region of
the plasma.

In the experiment, the plasma is produced by the two
tangential NBIs, NBI No. 1 and NBI No. 3. The ICH is
intermittently applied. The TESPEL is injected into the
plasma after NBI injection in order to minimize the effect of
protons generated from NBI. Four similar discharges with
TESPEL injection are shown. In two discharges, we measure
the helium and hydrogen, respectively. In the next two dis-
charges, the same procedure is performed without ICH.

Figure 3 shows the time histories of the hydrogen and
helium energy spectra in four similar shots. The line aver-
aged plasma density of 2�1019 m−3 and the central plasma
temperature of 2 keV can be observed. To confirm the helium
acceleration, we compare the spectra of the helium and hy-
drogen by using a CNPA with different plate voltages. We
must remember that most signals are hydrogen even if we set
the plate voltage for helium. TESPELs reach �=0.6 in all
discharges. As mentioned above, the hydrogen component is
mixed even if we set the helium channel. Therefore, we use
the ratio of He/H. Figure 4 shows the energy resolved He/H
ratio profiles with/without ICH. The acceleration can be ob-
served at the wide area between �=0.7–0.85. We can con-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Four PCX signals set on He channel and H channel with/without HHFW heating. To confirm helium acceleration, we compare four
different PCX signals.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Helium profiles with/without HHFW heating. The
higher flux of He can be observed during the HHFW heating.
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firm the acceleration of the helium ion by the HHFW heating
from the ratio profiles. This means that PCX is a useful tech-
nique for the profile measurement of helium ions or
�-particles.

V. SUMMARY

It is very important to establish the alpha profile mea-
surement because the helium/alpha has a MHD instability in
the form of an Alfvén eigenmode. PCX is one of the tech-
niques capable of obtaining the energetic helium particle dis-
tribution in a plasma. We demonstrate the feasibility of the
energetic hydrogen profile measurements in NBI plasmas.
The accelerated helium ion profile created by higher har-
monic ICH was also observed by the PCX, where the plate
voltage is adjusted to observe He ions.
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